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The edges in the Hasse diagram of the partitions of an integer ordered by reverse 
refinement are studied. A recursive count of the edges between ranks is 
developed. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. EDGES BETWEEN RANKS 
Let P, be the poset of partitions of n, ordered by refinement. It contains 
p(n; n- t) elements of rank t, where p(n; k) denotes the number of 
partitions of n into h- parts, p(n) will denote the number of partitions of n. 
The number NE(n; t) of edges in the Hasse diagram of P, between rank 
levels t and t - 1 is investigated [ 11. 
Considering the partitions of k into two parts, it is clear that 
p(k; 2) = Lk/2J An edge in the Hasse diagram corresponds to a two-part 
refinement of some candidate part. A particular candidate value k will 
appear in ~(n -k; n - t - 1) partitions. Thus 
NE(b; t)= c p(k;2)p(n-kk;n-t-1). 
k>O 
Using p(n;m) =p(n - 1; m - 1) +p(n -mm; m) the following recursion 
results: 
NE(n;t)=NE(n-l;t)+NE(t+1;2t-n+l). 
Table I is an array of values of NE for some pairs of n; t. 
Maximally connected partitions in the Hasse diagram are complicated to 
describe in general. However, for 12 a triangle number there is a unique 
maximally connected partition (k, k - 1, ,.., 2, 1). For example, in Pzl, the 
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TABLE I 
Number of Edges at Rank t in P, 
10 19 
9 90 18 
9 81 285 17 
8 12 240 489 16 
NE( n > t) 8 64 204 396 587 15 
7 56 168 315 451 557 14 
7 49 140 249 346 416 463 13 
6 42 112 192 257 303 331 348 12 
6 36 91 147 191 219 236 245 250 11 
5 30 70 109 136 153 162 167 169 170 10 t 
5 25 55 80 97 106 111 113 114 114 114 9 
4 20 40 56 65 70 72 73 73 73 73 73 8 
4 16 30 39 44 46 47 47 47 47 47 47 47 7 
3 12 20 25 27 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 6 
3 9 14 16 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 5 
2 6 8 999999 99999994 
2 4 5 5 555555 55555553 
122222 2 2 2 2 2 22222222 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11111111 
234567 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
n 
partition (654321) has 9 edges connected to rank 14 and 15 edges connec- 
ted to rank 16 for a total of 24 edges. Any other partition of 21 has at most 
20 edges connected. 
2. ZIEGLER’S POSET P, 
Ziegler [Z] introduced an infinite poset which is the direct limit of the 
sequence P,. The cardinality of rank t is the number of partitions of t. The 
number of edges exiting rank t in P, is denoted EZ(r). 
From p(n;k)=p(n-k) for n<22k one gets p(n-k;n-t-l)= 
p(t-k+l)forn>t+l, thus 
EZ(t)=NE(n; t)= c p(k;2)p(t-k+ 1) 
k>O 
=k~op(k;2)CP(t-k+1;t-i)= 1 NE(t+l;i). 
I i>O 
For n > t + 1, this is the number of edges in the Hasse diagram of P,, 1. 
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TABLE II 
Number of Parts per Partition at the Mode 
n 20 98 99 249 250 750 2ooo 
Edges 5 17 17 31 32 66 124 
Partitions 6 17 18 33 33 67 126 
3. EMPIRICAL OBSERVATIONS 
Examining the columns of Table I, it is seen that the number of edges 
leaving each rank in P, seems to be unimodal. For n greater than 4 
through n equal to 2000 it was observed for each iz that there is a unique 
rank having maximum NE(n; t). Comparing the location of this edge mode 
with the rank having the largest number of partitions, it was also observed 
that the edge mode was strictly above the partition mode for n > 99. For 
both edges and partitions, most seem to occur near the top of P, as n 
becomes larger. Table II lists some representative cases. 
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